You have
the most
powerful words
in the world.
Share them.

Canada Institute of Linguistics

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

More Than
Words
Turn linguistic scholarship into practical
skills. Use these skills to build cross-cultural
relationships and transform communities
around the world.
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Fight Poverty
Through
Linguistics
There are still over 2,000 languages
without a single word of Scripture.
Some communities are marginalized because of their cultural background
or because they speak a minoritized language. Trapped in cycles of poverty
and discrimination, they lack access to education and the gospel.
At the Canada Institute of Linguistics, we provide a wide range of applied
linguistics training with specialties in descriptive linguistics, language survey,
Bible translation, orthography development, literacy development, and
language documentation. Over 400 alumni in 40 countries have served as
Bible translators, linguists, literacy specialists, language surveyors,
orthography developers, language software programmers, ESL teachers,
and speech language pathologists.
Our faculty have years of field experience, and our classes are sized for
optimum interaction. We are committed to mentoring and training our students
for real life situations. With our training, you will have the linguistic
knowledge and practical tools to build relationships that honour language
and culture, helping communities fight poverty and find restoration.
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Bachelor’s
Programs
Lead a life of adventure,
exploration, and advocacy.
Bachelor of Arts in Applied Linguistics (TWU)
Bachelor of Arts in Linguistics (Tyndale)
Master the skills to learn and describe languages: recognizing and pronouncing
non-English speech sounds, creating alphabets, describing grammar and
culture, and more. Learn how to use these tools to provide practical research
and services to benefit minoritized language communities worldwide.
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Master’s
Programs
Combine scholarship with deep faith
to make a difference.
Master of Arts in Linguistics (TWU)
Produce scientific descriptions of languages and cultures, literature and
materials for literacy instruction, and translations of the Bible.

Master of Arts in Linguistics and Translation (ACTS)
Prepare to play a crucial role in Bible translation by studying language and
the Bible. This degree is split evenly between linguistics, biblical studies
(biblical languages, theology, exegesis), and electives.
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Summer
Training
Program
Join our close-knit summer community and complete your prerequisites
before fall programs begin. CanIL’s summer training program allows you to
take courses of personal interest, launch into one of our eight Training Tracks,
or prepare to enter a linguistics degree program. Courses include linguistics,
literacy, Bible translation, Scripture engagement, and studies in language and
culture—all at a reduced nine-week summer rate.
This is your opportunity to sit at the feet of experienced faculty and ask your
most pressing questions. Learn inside and outside the classroom and form
lifelong friendships while hiking, playing volleyball and ultimate Frisbee, cycling
in the valley, touring cozy coffee shops in Fort Langley, performing in skit
nights, reading on the beach, and worshipping together in chapel. Connect
with a compassionate and culturally diverse community that is committed to
making lasting, positive change.
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Training
Tracks
Take only the courses you need
for specific roles in the field.
Literacy and Education Technician
Establish literacy programs that enable minoritized language
communities to read and write in their own language. Train literacy
teachers and community authors.

4 Courses
12 Semester Hours

Literacy and Education Specialist
Partner with communities to plan and implement literacy programs,
develop writing systems, offer writers’ workshops, locally publish
and distribute books. Provide training for literacy teaching and
program management.

9 Courses
27 Semester Hours

Language Surveyor
Gather and analyze data to compare languages and dialects.
Document, catalogue, and provide strategic direction for orthography
development, translation, language documentation, and literacy.

6 Courses
18 Semester Hours
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Lexicography Technician
Facilitate dictionary production to elevate the prestige of the language,
promote literacy, facilitate translation, and preserve local languages.
Engage the community in collecting their own stories and words.

10 Courses
30 Semester Hours

Linguistics Technician
Collect, organize, and analyze linguistic data through interaction
with speakers of a local language community. Assist in the production
of grammatical and phonological sketches, basic discourse analysis,
a beginning dictionary, and text collection.

7 Courses
21 Semester Hours

Field Linguist
Plan, organize, and conduct linguistic research in local communities.
Document the language and culture, archive data, publish results
in academic journals. Train others in linguistic analysis, write-ups,
and application.

11 Courses
33 Semester Hours

Translation Specialist
Work with the local communities to translate materials into the local
language. Oversee each step of the translation process from exegesis
of source material to publication in print and media formats.

Scripture Engagement Worker
Assist Christian communities in strengthening their use of local
languages by integrating Scripture into the local arts, culture, daily
life, and practice. Develop strategies for Scripture engagement
through ethnomusicology, Bible storying, and audio products.

13 Courses
39 Semester Hours

+ Bible / Theology
Courses

7 Courses
21 Semester Hours

Canada Institute of Linguistics
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Financial Aid
Opportunities
Apply for an array of awards over
the course of your studies.
Entrance Awards
CanIL Bursary

Graduate Entrance Award

Receive financial aid for tuition
and living expenses.

Receive MA LING and MALT financial support for
the first full-time semester of graduate studies.

PreLaunch Awards
Understand the fundamentals of fundraising and building a ministry support network for serving in
Bible translation. PreLaunch students are eligible for additional financial aid, including:
Ministry Boost Award
Available to students planning to work in Bible translation
Internship / Experiential Education Award
Linguistics and translation training in action
Church Matching Grant
Multiply the financial support from your home church
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Experience
British
Columbia
Taste what living on the West Coast is like.
Surround yourself with ocean beaches, tranquil
landscapes, and mountain ventures in Greater
Vancouver. A three-hour drive from Seattle, our
programs are housed on the campus
of Trinity Western University.
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Discover
Ontario
Encounter culture in the heart of Canada.
Minutes from the shores of Lake Ontario,
Niagara Falls, Downtown Toronto, and New
York State, our program is housed on the
historic campus of Tyndale University.
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In-the-Field
Faculty
Learn best practices in applied linguistics from our diverse team of staff,
instructors, and professors. CanIL courses are built upon the rigorous
training standards of SIL International, an organization that has been refining
methodologies in linguistics, literacy, language development, and Bible
translation for over eight decades with on-the-ground experience in thousands
of languages. Many of our CanIL faculty and staff have served in language
communities, built relationships, and seen lives flourish, and they are
passionate about sharing their insights.
Our team is committed to equipping you with applied linguistic tools while
seeing you grow in your dependence on God, your ability to engage crossculturally and your capacity to work with others. Learn and grow from being
in the CanIL community together.
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More Than
a Degree
Join our family. We are a mission-minded community who enjoy sharing
meals together while listening to stories told by international alumni and
guest speakers. Students and staff share their latest research during
academic colloquiums. We worship together and pray for the needs of alumni
as they serve in Bible translation.

“Everything you’re taught in the
classroom is backed up by real-life
experiences from your professors
and peers, helping you see the
applications of what you’re learning.”
— Maggie G.
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My New Name
Alumni Feature: Alex Larkin
When I was joining Wycliffe USA, I told them,
“If I’m going to do well in the field, I have to be
part of a team.” I ended up working with the
Panao [pah-NOW] Quechua people in Peru. And
to my surprise, my team was not made up of
other North Americans like me—but a team of
Quechua translators. So, I got my team.
I made two visits to Peru before I moved down.
On my second trip I went to see how they run
reading and translation workshops. One of the
translators kept saying, “Alex, we need to find
someone to take care of you.” I assumed he was
talking about finding me a wife. Really? I can
take care of myself! I thought. But he clarified
the matter: “I want you to go up to the village and
spend the weekend with my parents,” he said.
Puzzled, I went and met his parents, siblings,
in-laws, nieces, nephews, aunts, uncles, and a
cousin or two—and we had a great time!

family; they chose me. God brings us into his
family, not because of who we are or what we’ve
done, but because of who he is and his love for
us. I’m so grateful for that.
As I think about my colleagues, they’re all
Latinos. Not all of them are Peruvian, but most
are Latino. It’s really cool to see the church in
Latin America picking up the missionary task.
They’re working in their own countries now more
than ever before, and that’s a goal we’ve all
been yearning to see for decades.

A few days later the translator approached
me with a seemingly stern demeanor and said,
“Alex, I spoke with my parents, and they’ve
decided to adopt you! Your name is now Allico
León Arteta.”

It’s a special and amazing experience every
time I help a Quechua with their new audio Bible.
There’s a glint in their eyes when they hear
God’s Word in their own language for the first
time. The people we interact with… their souls
are for eternity. We want them to know freedom
and to have a relationship with Jesus in this life
and forever. We estimate that our whole Bible
translation project will take about fifteen years.
I’m so excited to be working where my gifts and
passions lie, and I’m so thankful to CanIL donors
who make it possible for students to graduate
debt free.

I hadn’t anticipated that! Now when I read the
Scripture passages about adoption, I see them
in a whole new light. I didn’t choose my Quechua

Alex Larkin, a CanIL graduate (’17),
works with Wycliffe USA among the
Quechua people of Peru.
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All nations.
All peoples.
All languages.
God has entrusted us with the most
powerful words in the world—the message
of Jesus. If you feel called to help reach
and empower communities around the
world, we would love to meet you.

Let’s Connect
inquiry@canil.ca
canil.ca
1-888-513-2129

inquiry@canil.ca
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